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consists of calculating the uncertainties in the smoothed and 
selected data stored in the file. In general, the property values 
and their uncertainties as well are functions of the independent 
variables of the system. Although this is a mathematical 
problem, no general solution considering the functional de- 
pendence among thermodynamic variables has been found. 
The final step is to calculate the uncertainty in the values of 
properties retrieved from the file. This is a trivial problem 
if the retrieved property is identical with a stored property, 
but if the retrieved property is calculated by combining several 
stored properties, especially if derivatives or integrals are in- 
volved, it can be a very difficult problem. This whole subject 
demands much additional work and thought. 
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Problems in the retrieval of numerical data on physical properties are reviewed. Data compilations 
are  valuable, but often do not exist for the properties of interest. Those that  are  available are 
usually arranged by substance, which causes problems when the substance has a variety of names. 
Finding a substance which fits a given set of properties is not possible with today’s handbooks; 
an “online handbook”, containing numerical data  on properties of substances and searchable 
online, would allow such a question to be answered. On another level, two projects which have 
been undertaken a t  Bell Laboratories to help staff members obtain needed numerical data are 
an  index to a list of compilations held by the National Bureau of Standards and a pathfinder 
to numerical values of the properties of silicon. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The scientist or engineer who wishes to obtain and use 
numerical data faces a monumental challenge. Numeric data 
are widely scattered in the literature; data compilations and 
Information Analysis Centers (IAC’s) exist only for some 
fields. This paper discusses some of the problems faced by 
an information retrieval service in searching for and retrieving 
numeric data. Although the discussion here is limited to data 
on physical properties. the general situation is the same for 
many fields. Experiences related here are those gained at Bell 
Laboratories, a large and diversified information community; 
they are by no means atypical. 

Bell Laboratories, th’e research and development unit of the 
Bell System, has more than 11 000 technical personnel, many 
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of whom have a potential need for numeric physical property 
data. The numeric data needs of Bell Laboratories are very 
wide, and many technical staff members are able to satisfy 
their own needs. One way a scientist or engineer can satisfy 
this need is to collect the relevant handbooks and data com- 
pilations, which is no small task. One metallurgist at  Bell 
Labs, who serves as a consultant in his field, has such a col- 
lection. He has acquired handbooks of data on metals and 
alloys and related materials. His collection comprises 135 
volumes-enough to fill several bookshelves! Often, many of 
these volumes must be consulted when a particular numeric 
value is wanted. Each volume is organized differently; fre- 
quently the values are stated in different units, at  varying 
temperatures; for a wide range of experimental conditions, and 
so on. The location and comparison of the data are therefore 
difficult and time-consuming tasks. When data on a particular 
substance are located, one may find that the parameters under 
which the value was measured are too far removed from those 
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Table I. Some Typical Numeric Data Requests Received by the 
Bell Laboratories Information Retrieval Service 

HAWKINS 

~~~ ~ ~ 

C, of Nil3 
tensile strength of B e C u  alloy 
dielectric constant of KOH 
vapor preswre of Pb, Sn, and some Pb-Sn alloys 
lattice parameter and structure of CuCl 

Table 11. Somc Well-Known Handbooks 

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 
JANAF Tables 
Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry 
Mctals Handbook 
CRC Handbook o f . ,  . 

desired. For example, a table of heat capacity values for a 
material may extend only to a relatively low temperature, 
whereas high-temperature data are needed. An attempted 
extrapolation may be uncertain at best and at the worst, totally 
erroneous. 

DATA COMPILATIONS 

Many technical people do not attempt to maintain their own 
comprehensive collection of handbooks because of space, 
economic, or other considerations. Instead, they turn to their 
technical library or an IAC for assistance. Table I lists five 
requests for physical property data recently received by the 
Bell Laboratories Information Retrieval Service. These are 
typical requests; similar examples could be provided by many 
libraries and IAC’s. Much of the needed data in these cases 
can be quickly found in handbooks and data compilations if 
the searcher knows where to look and ifa data compilation 
exists for the property in question. Table I1 lists some well- 
known handbooks and data compilations which may have 
representative values useful in answering requests like those 
in Table I. Handbooks often provide citations to more detailed 
compilations, or to the original literature. 

The value of data compilations has long been recognized. 
Although the compilation and critical evaluation of data are 
recognized as worthwhile scientific activities, the number of 
persons engaged in them is small, and funding for such efforts 
can be difficult to obtain. Much has already been written on 
this subject; an editorial by Branscomb’ is noteworthy. Data 
compilation is a slow and costly effort, and the flow of new 
data is great. Updating data compilations is therefore infre- 
quently done. 

Fulfilling even simple requests such as those shown in Table 
I often poses problems. Perhaps the foremost problem is that 
many fields are not covered by compilations. In these cases 
the searcher has no choice but to turn to the primary literature. 
Numerical data are widely scattered and frequently of dubious 
qualtity. Online bibliographic retrieval systems have helped 
considerably in the location of physical property data, but the 
existence of the data may not be mentioned in the abstract 
of a paper, and so the data are not indexed and cannot be 
retrieved. Data flagging projects* can do much to alleviate 
this problem. 

A second problem common to virtually all handbooks and 
compilations is that the data are arranged by substance. One 
must know the name of the substance to be able to locate its 
properties. Finding the name of a substance is not trivial, 
especially for complex chemicals. IUPAC names, trade names, 
and generic or trivial names all exist, and a substance may 
be referred to and indexed under any of these. Table I11 shows 
a few of the equivalent names for common cartridge brass. 
Obviously, if one is looking in a handbook for “cartridge 
brass”, and the compiler of the handbook has listed the 
properties under “Olin 260” without any cross-reference, the 
information will not be found. The reverse question, finding 

Table 111. lhuivalent Names for Cartridee Brass 

AMS 4505D Mil-C-50 Shim Stock 
ASTM B129, Copper Alloy No. 260 
Cartridge Brass SAE CA260 
CDA No. 260 SAE 70B 
Cu30Zn70 7 0  30 Brass 
Mil-C-103 75, Cart ridge Case 

Olin Alloy 260 

Table IV. Request for Material with Specific Properties 

I:ind a chemical with the following properties: 
high heat of fusion 
high density 
unreactive with common container materials 
relatively cheap 
melting point near 120 “1: 

Table V. Some Numeric Online Retrieval Systems of 
Interest t o  Chemists 

NIH-EPA Chemical Information System 
Sadtler Infrared Spectral System 
PBM/STIRS 
ManLabs-NPL Materials Data Bank 

a substance with specified properties, cannot be answered with 
today’s handbooks. Table IV is a example of such a question. 
Unfortunately, there are no sources available which contain 
this information, or even some portion of it, in an easily usable 
form. An “online handbook” (discussed below) is a solution 
to this problem and is urgently needed. 

ONLINE SYSTEMS 

Fortunately, the picture is not all dark. Some numeric 
online databases are beginning to appear, although the situ- 
ation is not as advanced as with bibliographic databases. Table 
V lists some online systems of interest to chemists. The 
NIH-EPA Chemical Information System3 is becoming more 
widely known, and its usage is growing. It contains textual 
and numeric data on several properties, such as mass spectra, 
I3C NMR, X-ray powder diffraction, and toxicology. Searches 
can be made both for properties (Le., spectra) of known 
substances or for unknown substances to fit a known spectrum. 
A Structure and Nomenclature Search System is also avail- 
able. The components (databases) of the system are linked 
by the CAS Registry Number. The Sadtler system is similar 
for infrared spectra. PBM/STIRS contains over 41 000 
spectra from the “Registry of Mass Spectral Data”.4 The 
ManLabs system5 contains thermochemical data on about 
1800 inorganic substances. Users can obtain data for chemical 
reactions involving these substances. A noteworthy and useful 
feature of the system is that the user’s own data may be used, 
either alone or in combination with the system. Binary and 
ternary phase diagrams are also available. 

BELL LABS IN-HOUSE PROJECTS 

The remainder of this paper describes two in-house projects 
undertaken at Bell Laboratories to help the Information Re- 
trieval Service in retrieval of physical property data. The first 
is an index to the Annotated List of Data Compilations6 
published by the National Bureau of Standards. This pub- 
lication is a list of the data compilations in the library of the 
Office of Standard Reference Data. The list, though valuable, 
is difficult to use because it is organized only according to 
broad subject areas and contains no index. We obtained a 
machine-readable copy of this publication and produced a 
KWIC index of the titles of the listed compilations. The 
usefulness of NBS’s publication was thus greatly enhanced; 
it has proven valuable in solving some of our data requests. 
(The publication is now 9 years old; an update or reissue, with 
index, would be most welcome.) 
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CRCZ’ - CRC Handbk af’Tabkr for APPlICd Enelneering Science. Chemical RUDbll Ca 19’0 (620 l l H 2 3  ? l  I:S!GG 
CRCI1 - CRC Hsndbk olLarcrr. Chemlcrl Rubber Ca. 1971 1621 16602lCJl l  ISl4l’  

CRCIS - CRC Hsndbk of  SpCcIIOICopY. Y I Chcmirr! Rubber Co. 1F.1 1535  840S11CII) 119‘08 

CRCS6 - CRC Hmdbk oiSpccl io$~opy. Y 2 C’lcmicnl Rubber Co. 19-J 1511 S1081/CII) 1!6i05 

DD - DiRusen & DelCEl Data IShClved 1s I Permdicll. coveted Io “01  14. 

EPIC9 - E l e i l r m c  Proptruer Information Cenier. DS-9, E p ~ ~ w l  Films. 19 

EPIC117 - E1cc:rona P I O P C I I ~ C ~  Informuon Center. DS.117. Oplicrl Abiorplfon. I 9 6 1  1620 l l29lE38ril iJIOli 
E P I C I I ~  - E I C ~ : ~ ~ ~ , ~  ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ s  inrormallon c e n t c r .  ~ 5 . 1 1 8 .  D ~ p e i i ( w c .  I961 1620 II29IEI8sSl 111020 

EPIC119 - Elcciranc Pioper~~cs Iniormnion Center. DS.119. D 

EPIC120 - Elcc!ronic PIWCI:ICI Inlormation C c n e r .  D5.120 \ l e l n  Free Path. I961 ‘620 I!29lE18~?) 14j321 

EPIC126 - E b c t m n ~  P : o p e r w ~  lnlormition Ctnmr. D5.116. E l c c m m  Conauwwrr 1961 (620 11:9lE38~101 1A1018 

EPIC162 - E1ec:rone P i o p ~ r i i e i  Informaiion Center. DS.162. SWicon. 1969 I620 1129lE38ri 1) l412S9 

Gm.I!B - Omelin sy i i  9 I!. paif B !I9591 IR 54610564) 

HDHE - Hu::prc. RR.Desr: PD.Hawt:nr DT . Selected Value, OiT’ lcrncdrn .. E!cmcnil. 19.1, 1126 :!HI 

H D H A  - Hulrgrcn RR.Dcu t  PD.Hiukmr DT .Selected Values OlThcrvcdyn 

ICT.1 lhiu VI  - Inieinilionrl Critical Tibicr ofYumerici1 Daw. Y I IO V I  1926.11. I R  $10 W V 1 ’ I  

LBn311 - LmdolcBornriein p i  I .  v I (new ~ c t i e i  19661 IRSJO 08IL2!V! 

L B n l l 2  - Lmdoll.BornslcinOr 1. Y 2 lnew ser:cs 1966) fRSlOO81L:Sl\i 

L B n I l 8  - Landol!.Boin$icinOt 3 .  Y 8 (new % e m s  19661 lR!IOOB/L2.’\’ 

L B n l l 6  - LindolsBoinrtcm 9: 1 Y 6 i n w  ‘ierics 19661 fR5100R1L:JYl 

L B o I l I  - Liadoli.Borlrlcin bd I .  I I l o ! d s ~ x ~  I9!01 IRSlOOSlL2i SI 
LBO114 - Llndolt.Bornrain bd I. t. 4 (old $ m e $  19!01 IRJ10081L2561 

LBO111 - Lrndalt~Bornncin M 2 ,  c. 1 loid III.CI 19101 iR51008IL!I 61 

LBa:/S - Lmdell.Bornrlcin W 2. ! 8 lold l e i i l l  19501 lR!lO 08/L?S 6) 

C o n m n t .  I963 (620 II29IEJ8r9l !llOiQ 

, +.10?1. 19‘1. 1546 1 lHVl  21 !2!62? 

F m e  2. Partial list of sources from “Pathfinder to Numerical Values 
of the Properties of Silicon”. 

from many printed handbooks and data compilations being 
collected into an online file and made searchable using software 
available today. Since the data base would be an inverted file 
containing both data and substances, properties would be 
searchable. Standard Boolean operations would allow several 
to be specified. Questions such as the one shown in Table IV 
could then be easily answered. Some provision would have 
to be made for dealing with duplicate and conflicting data and 
also for maintenance of the data base. An online handbook 
would be immensely useful and would be heavily used, not only 
at Bell Labs, but at many other institutions as well. Pestel 
and Rubin’ discuss some of the advantages of an online 
handbook. They also rightly point out that the cost of pro- 
ducing it is high, and substantial funding or subsidies will 
probably be needed in order to bring the online handbook into 
reality. A small pilot project in developing and constructing 
such a handbook is currently underway at INSPEC, the 
publishers of Science Abstracts. We welcome such efforts and 
look forward to their completion. 
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Figure 1. Typical page from “Pathfinder to Numerical Values of the 
Properties of Silicon”. 

More recently, a “Pathfinder to Numerical Values of the 
Properties of Silicon” has been prepared. A sample page from 
this document is shown in Figure 1. A search was made for 
properties of silicon in sources held by the Bell Laboratories 
Library Network (and hence readily available to Bell Labs 
personnel). The properties were listed alphabetically in tabular 
form, along with information about the data, such as tem- 
perature range. Numerous cross references to the properties 
were added to enhance the usefulness of the Pathfinder. 
Abbreviated information about the sources of the data is given 
in the table; detailed references, including the library call 
number, are listed at the end of the Pathfinder. Figure 2 shows 
a portion of the list of sources. 

The Pathfinder was conceived and developed as an exper- 
iment because library users are generally unaware of all the 
possible resources. For example, the Landolt-Bornstein 
compilations are not well-known to engineers; Gmelin and 
Beilstein are relatively unknown outside the chemical world. 
Large compilations such as these are difficult and time-con- 
suming to search for first-time or occasional users. As the 
number of sources grows, it becomes difficult, if not impossible, 
to remember them. Hence, the Pathfinder was developed to 
help lead data users to potential sources. Silicon was chosen 
as the first material to be covered because of its importance 
in integrated electronics; other materials will no doubt be 
added. The silicon Pdthfinder was well received by the Bell 
Labs technical staff. We estimate that two person-weeks were 
required for the collection and organization of the data. The 
collection time will probably vary widely from one substance 
to another. For silicon, for example, a large number of the 
entries came from a single source. 

ONLINE HANDBOOK 

Many of our numerical data needs would be satisfied by an 
“online handbook”. Such a handbook does not exist now, but 
the technology to support it does. One can envision the entries 
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